




We stock a range of up-cycled items both vintage & industrial & a range of luxury 

toilets & dry Shepherd Hut bars. If you want to fill a room with chairs or house 

a retro outdoor theatre, not ruin the landscape with metal boxed toilets, arrange a 

unique corporate event, make your wedding individual or use our stock for props for 

film or theatre, we think we have something which is truly individual.

From our offices in the South West of England, if you see any goods which you like 

please contact us direct to discuss delivery. We hire to the South West of England, 

North Devon, Cornwall, Bristol & London. We are also happy to talk over any 

special individual requests.

Wherever your event is we are sure

Signature Blue has something for you...
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OUR COLLECTIONS
You will find the products for hire at Signature Blue unique to any other in the South West of England. 

To make sure of this we have spent time and dedicated ourselves to finding a wide variety of vintage 

furniture from all over the world. Whether shipped across the Atlantic ocean from Canada, driven through 

the mountain town of Grenoble or purchased from Lviv - the pulsating heart of Ukraine where the city’s 

legendary cafes and summer tables tumble out across the Habsburg-era cobble as old Soviet-era trams 

rumble past, we at Signature Blue can promise our clients the finest pieces.

If there are any products you would like to hire, please contact us. We are more than happy to discuss your 

requirements, or why not pop down to our offices for a coffee and a chat...
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RANGES

Shepherds Hut Co.

Our versatile range of mobile 

Shepherds huts for hire include; 

Toilets, Showers and even a pop- 

up Bar

Industrial-Vintage

Our up-cycled, re-upholstered 

and handcrafted products are 

sure to give your event that 

unique urban feel

Vintage

To add style to your charity 

diner, our range of antiques 

offer glamour which never 

fails to go out of fashion
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SHEPHERDS HUT CO.
Our s ignature  Bar  for  Hire  and Luxury Event  Bathrooms have 
been hand bui l t  by  The Engl i sh  Shepherds  Hut Company.  For 
an extra  spec ia l  touch to  your  event ,  these  Shepherd Huts  wi l l 

l end a  b i t  of  v intage  charm to any set t ing.

At Signature Blue, we know it’s the small details that can make your event spectacular. That’s why we don’t 

compromise when it comes to offering luxurious bathrooms that look as gorgeous outside as they do on 

the inside! 

So for an event where you don’t want the charming atmosphere to end at the toilets, our Shepherds Hut 

bathrooms are the ideal addition to any venue.
 

With most toilets for hire looking more like something you’d find on a building site than a wedding, the 

vintage appeal of our Shepherds Huts really is a breath of fresh air. The Aquarius Hut features a twin set 

of bathrooms, each featuring a flush toilet, wash hand basin and a hot shower, with towels and toiletries 

provided. Not only this, but they are incredibly versatile, functional and totally portable. All they require is 

a water outlet and electrical outlet within 25m, and a suitable drain (or a ditch or hedge) nearby for water 

waste. The hut has an internal tank where foul waste is discreetly and hygienically stored and the hut is 

taken away after the event.

For information on hire prices, the 2 + 1 Shepherds Hut toilet unit & requirements, please refer to the 

section at the back of the brochure.
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Our Bar for Hire is an attractive and versatile mobile 

Shepherds Hut, built by The English Shepherds Hut 

Company.

 

Fitted with fridges, and a welcoming bar front, this 

hut will be sure to help make your celebration a 

night to remember!

The flexibility of the bar makes it a perfect solution 

for dry hire, where it can be used as an additional 

bar at a venue, or even adapted to use in a range of 

events, from a gin & prosecco bar in the summer, a 

coffee hut in the autumn, or to serve mulled wine 

and mince pies over the winter.

Alternatively you can work with your local licenced 

retailer or host to provide your drinks stock and 

staffing requirements. Or we can stock up your bar - 

personalise it as a Champagne or Prosecco station for 

guests - or why not go retro with a Babycham bar!  

Bar & Posh Loo Hire Package: Price on application. For the complete guest service we offer the luxury loo 

Aquarius alongside the Shepherds Hut Bar at an inclusive cost.
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THE VINTAGE 
COLLECTION
Individual pieces made in history to last a lifetime 

From all over the world we have sourced unique pieces to suit any 

occasion. From a private dinner, a wedding in a country house to 

the windy shores of the coast. Our collection of vintage chairs, 

antique tables & up-cycled furniture can be mixed and matched in 

various combinations for your event.

1.   Up-cycled sofa  |  Peppermill Antiques

2.   Vintage Victorian table  |  metal trestle legs

3.   Industrial vintage tolix chairs  |  seen here in white & gunmetal grey

1.

2.

3.
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VINTAGE TABLES
Beaut i fu l  Des igns ,  Rust ic ,  Ant ique,  Timeless

Fashion out the perfect event... 

Today, functions no longer have to follow the staid old format of starched tablecloths and napkins, stuffy 
three course sit downs in dated hotel function rooms and the obligatory one man travelling 80’s disco. In 
fact homemade, informal, rustic glamour with a touch of understated chic is more the hallmark of an elite 

event.

This is why at Signature Blue we have sourced our tables from antique stores from all over England. 
Heralded as luxurious, antique is the glamour which never fails to go out of fashion.

If you see any you like, please get in contact with us - details of this are at the back of the brochure.
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19th Century Antique & Pine Trestle Dining Table 

SOURCED FROM MILES GRIFFITHS ANTIQUES - BLACKBURN
Handmade not manufactured

Dimensions for 6 foot table

Height: 76.5cm (30.12”)

Width: 183cm (72.05”)

Depth: 79cm (31.1”)

Dimensions for 10 foot table

Height: 76.5cm (30.12”)

Width: 304.8cm (120”)

Depth: 79cm (31.1”)
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19th century antique trestle dining tables available. All 

feature 2 iron supporting trestle table ends with a ware 

board antique pine top that has cleated ends. Perfect to 

use for additional dining or out in the garden. They also 

look great in a studio setting for artists or desks - for 

that special party - event or wedding. All tables stand on 

beautiful 19th century antique wrought iron legs.

Dimensions

Height: 73cm (28.74”)    |    Width: 78cm (30.71”)



19th Century Pine Trestle from a Victorian School 

SOURCED FROM PEPPERMILL ANTIQUES - STAFFORSHIRE
Something Old - Borrowed - Signature Blue

This design table is extremely versatile & has a 

multitude of uses; they can easily be packed away 

as both legs fold completely flat & the top removes 

easily.

This table would make a wonderful statement piece 

for a large country home or equally would be ideal 

as a large sharing restaurant table.

Dimensions for table

Height: 76.5cm (30.12”)

Width: 304.8cm (120”)

Depth: 79cm (31.1”)

A completely versatile large Victorian 

pine trestle table; recently acquired from a 

large Victorian school, these tables are of 

superb quality & possess a 3 planked style 

top & 2 fold away trestle bases. The tables 

are in excellent condition & have all been 

professionally hand waxed to give a beautiful 

appearance to the timber work.
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Dimensions for 10 foot table

Height: 76.5cm (30.12”)

Width: 304.8cm (120”)

Depth: 67cm (26.3”)

Top made up of 4, 2cm thick, full length 

planks of pitch pine. Stretchers fitted with 

screws to the underside. Some movement in 

joints & signs of occasional woodworm holes. 

However, still stable & strong.

Originally from a Victorian church 

community hall, bases primitive in structure, 

rusty nails, screws & cross stretchers.

19th Century Pine Trestle from a Victorian School 

SOURCED FROM 3 DETAILS ANTIQUES - LONDON
Ageless - Style - Simple - Uncomplicated
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VINTAGE CHAIRS
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THE MOST EXCITING STORIES START
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY

Ukraine Cafe Chair
vs. French School Chair

There are just some combinations which go 

together brilliantly & look beautiful. For 

example; a chair in a shabby shade of blue in 

a stately house can make a statement of your 

individual style.

These days, glamour is a winning mix of being 

strong and bold with your choices & forever 

favoured by the interior designer as their sugar. 

So dust away with vintage metal chairs - mix 

in industrial tables, low level lighting & add 

bright golds & brilliant greens.

Similarly, today there are those of us who like 

to capture a more calmer look... flattering the 

room with a fifties-style French school chair 

can just do this. Add in a vintage trestle table 

chuck at it mustard & lemon tones, dusty greys 

& eggshell blues. Think crisp cottons for the 

textiles with rustic pottery & add in some hand 

forged cutlery to provide a feeling of sheer 

decadence. 

The
Old Wood

Contrasting metal & wood is effective, beautiful 

& will give your event impact. So what about the 

straight 50-50 wood with wood split...

It’s been done before, it’s a bit obivous! Yet is just 

as beautiful, warm & rustic as it always has been. 

Use textiles & colour to glam it up - equally let 

it stand alone in its original splendour. 

For a coastal wedding, team with simple meadow 

flowers, or opt for red roses for a candlelit feel - 

classic, timeless & a century old aged favourite 

for romance. 

Perhaps make it your choice of chair for a 

fashion shows seating. Offer up the audience a 

new type of style and concept ... let them see 

how you dare to be different. 

Or transform an old school hall with a barrage 

of beauty. Splash out on wicker features. 

Strategically place French library ladders in the 

room & use them as shelving for flowers & jars 

of sweets. Pitch up a vintage ice cream stand. 

Arrive in style in a beat-up vintage VW Camper.

The more interesting & dangerous your choices, 

the more interesting ways to make your event 

work for you.



CHAIR.



Charming vintage wood folding stadium seats are perfect for an event, or to use for extra seating. These 

chairs were made by the Snyder Chair Co. in Pennsylvania which later became the Palmer Snyder Furniture 

Co. 

The chairs we have are mostly fastened with flat-head screws. Phillips head screws first saw use in the 

1940’s. So, while there was a period when both screw types were in use, these chairs were likely produced 

during or prior to the 1940’s (some of our chairs were refastened with Phillips head screws over the years as 

they needed maintenance).

In general, the lighter blonde chairs with less pronounced wood grain are Maple, & the darker stained 

chairs with grain that sometimes looks like zebra print are oak. Sometimes we see both wood used on a 

single chair, or seat slats having been replaced with one or the other wood. Lastly, some of the oak chairs 

received a light yellow finish.

Dimensions

Height: 76cm (30”)

Width: 41cm (16”)

Depth: 33cm (13”)

Seat Height: 41cm (16”)

£4.50 per chair for 3 day hire. No VAT.
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Dimensions

Height: 86cm (34”)          Width: 44.5cm (17.5”)

Depth: 53cm (21”)           Seat Height: 46cm (18”)

Vintage French school chairs seen here in a range 

of styles - please contact us on quantities if you 

see anything that you like.
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SIMPLY OLD SCHOOL
Sourced f rom Peppermil l  Ant iques  -  Sta f fordshire

The art nouveau school produced chairs of simplicity yet beauty. Still with the charm from the days they 

were crafted, these chairs will bring a unique look to any event.

In using old classics, draw attention from the past by adding a mixture of colours - we like the hexagonal 

lines of old blue school tables - introduce texture, new-era fabrics...

refresh, imagine - reinvent...
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the look of love...
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When design meets comfort, envelope your space with the deepest, 

oldest leather. Match it with a field full of poppies. Add in: a fleet 

of wooden stadium chairs, a large teepee & rows of wellies lined up 

by your vintage Shepherds Hut cart. 

Serve champagne to guests in teacups.

Think butter-soft yellows, baby blues, luscious lace & cotton. 

Tumbling ivy wrapped around table legs. To keep things 

unembellished, outline your teepee or marquee with daisy-chains 

& paper lanterns. 

Decorations on the tables should be very low-key: the only work of 

art... the bride safely in her husband’s arms.
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Not So Young Wood
The old arts & crafts is all about taking a step 
back in time...
In the last few years this style has really gathered 
momemtum & now has its own cult following. 
At Signature Blue we’re seeing this fashion in 
bridal magazines, art shows & events across the 
country.
You’ll find companies that take a piece of 
furniture with a ‘never been used’ look... they put 
it through various processes to make it appear 
vintage!
Why shop for furniture like that when you can 
have the real McCoy? Exactly...
... At Signature Blue, for us it’s all about the top, 
the middle & the curves of the base... the timber, 
the knots & swirls, & the people who have perched 
upon the furniture. The age scruffs, the marks, the 
woodworm holes of old - all natural ageing processes 
which have taken hundreds of years.
So, why not try it for yourself & don’t go shopping 
for modern old - go vintage - go Signature Blue.

Something Blue
Something old, something new, something 
borrowed, something Signature Blue.
There are just some things which never go out of 
fashion... and here at Signature Blue we are really 
excited about meadow flowers. The deep greens, 
the light scent, the unimposing natural look they 
give to vintage events.
Why not try the look : Mix up herbs with gorse 
and flowering heather - splash around sweeping 
lines of Buddleia, let them slightly overflow from 
different vessels scattered around the room.
Combine into your event jam jars on the tables, 
fill them full of poppies & give homemade sweets 
as wedding favours, wrap them in linen & tie 
them with ribbon for that homemade personal 
touch.    

Boutique Event
This coming season is all about traditional 
shapes, colours & pieces. 
The handmade materials of our past might seem 
a little too historic to use along side modern 
elements - but people are hacking back a few 
centuries, looking for ways to go vintage whilst 
still maintaining a contemporary edge.
Acheiveable? We think so... With steel coming 
back into Vogue - & industrial vintage in its 
element, you can now have the best of both 
worlds, & it’s easy to achieve the look... mix 
in fabulous contrasts of vintage tables, an old 
school bench & a splash of Tolix - the disparity... 
fabulous!

Be brave... be you... be a little bit   
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SOURCED FROM: FORMER GLORY ANTIQUES - TOTNES, DEVON 

Arts & Crafts Pine Church Pew

An absolutely stunning antique stained pine church pew in the arts & crafts style. With exposed peg 

joints, strong yet simple ‘A’ frame design, back shelf & delightful little trefoil cut out details. In wonderful 

original condition from years of use. Really nice rich colour. c1890.

Dimensions

Height: 89”    |    Width: 190”    |    Depth: 49”
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PERFECT POLAROIDS



Lights, camera... action

THE OLD CLASSIC
Getting it right is all about style & finishings. Anyone can take the perfect picture? Think again. The best 

created shots requires setting, furnishings & most importantly the correct photographer.

THE STORY

Haldon Belvedere - Exeter. Contact 01392 833846
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All fairy tales start off slow before developing into a 
full blown romance... Easy? I think any Cinderella 
would tell you that getting to the church was no 
walk in the park. She would make you a cup of tea 
then offer you a chair before explaining it required 
more than popping on a dress and some fancy glass 
slippers... She would say, “It requires planning 
darling... that, & hours of cinder dusting...”

You listen - Cinderella has some good advice. She 
raved on so much about the wedding venue you 
go ahead and book it - the fairy tale castle in a 
beautiful picturesque location in Devon with a view 
to die for.

The floors are bare, so you decide on vintage tables 
& you like the irregular wooden chairs with the 
knots & woodworm holes beause you want your 
event to be informal, not understated - plus, the 
elegant cosiness makes you feel at home.

Colour choices - your mind spins... an entire 
palette to choose from. Blue tones would add a 
fairytale shimmer, golds an elegant kind of regency 
but what about the rustic bronzes & the mellow 
buttercup yellow your mother-in-law wants!

What about textiles? You could make it super cosy 
with linen cloths, burlap table runners... or should 
you subtly shake it up with bright orange germini 

to match your pumpkin coach & fleet of white 
horses?

Before you blink it’s the day before your wedding. 
Cinderella was right, it was much harder 
organising the event than you imagined... but 
you did it. You step beck to admire your work, 
Looking closer at the room you not the trail of 
buttercups woven into the napkins - your mother-
in-law must have slipped in secretly, but it’s too 
late to change it now! 

You count to ten & go to leave, but something is 
still wrong. You wait by the door. Is the room the 
way you dreamt it... would you change it? Would 
you describe it as your perfect day? Would you 
let Bob your neighbour who promised to bring 
his camera capture the essence of your creation? 
Thought not - getting an event right needs every 
element, down to the correct photographer.

Oh!!! One last thing. After all those arguments 
with your beloved Prince Charming’s mother! 
Don’t you wish you’d taken Cinderella’s advice & 
hired in Signature Blue to help plan your day? It’s 
an unexpected extra, but one which could’ve saved 
you lots of unnecessary arguments... Oh & those 
wilting buttercups that you never even wanted! 



This year saw the launch of our new company. The idea behind it? To bring Devon a range of unique 
products that will not only make events beautiful - but also to help our clients ideas & visions become a 
reality. Think of Signature Blue as how toast tastes without butter & jam, or what wheat biscuits are like 

void cheese. Signature Blue is that finishing touch.

Here at Signature Blue we believe every event should be full of beautiful furnishing at affordable prices. 
They should be everything the client desires. New concepts, inspiration for the venue. That is what we are 

about - to refresh, to reinvent, to revive the space & make your dreams a reality.

EVENTS
Product  -  Event  -  Focus
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Imagine taking an empty historic barn on the Devon coast & transforming it in a day into a stunning 
unique charity ball packed full of guests, smiles & laughters. Then the following day clearing it all away. 
This a service we at Signature Blue can offer you, and is that we did this September 17th 2016 for 250 

guests.

As the owners we are pretty much spoilt for choice on the creative front when we are given no brief, 
just a budget... from elegant seating & tables, to sparkling fairy lights & lines of outdoor festoon bulbs. 

Complete with music from the bagpiper, chorus & string section, a scrumptious supper, champagne arrival 
drinks & the bare stone walls of the historic barn in Devon was transformed into one very stylish party, 

but ultimately it raised a lot of money for a very worthy cause.
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INDUSTRIAL VINTAGE
With tables welded from steel - sculptured sheet metal chairs & up-cycled 

furnishings, this aesthetic trend renowned for taking components from 
weathered wood, exposed brick, shipping containers & commercial spaces will 

add a chic unique edge to any event.

Industrial square tables mixed in with Tolix
silver, bronze, black & white

Photographs - Shot by Rob : Photography

Historic Spanish Barn, Torre Abbey, Torquay
01803 293593





TOLIX



FRENCH FAVOURITE OF THE 1930’s



GUNMETAL GREY WHITE BRONZE

BLACK RED PINK
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BAR STOOL
Dark Gunmetal - Wooden Seat
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BAR STOOL
Copper
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TOLIX
METAL CRAFTMANSHIP 

The trusty Tolix chair is a bistro French favourite of the 1930’s. This model of chair has become an icon 
of industrial aesthetics. Its popularity since 1934 has enabled it to enter the collection of the Vitra Design 

Museum, Moma and the Pompidou Centre.

This designer chair, crafted in sheet metal, has been assured by its fool proof solidarity, its unequalled 
lightness and its chic style.

GETTING IMAGINATIVE
WITH COLOURS 

It’s Magic... shades of grey - elegant black, brilliant 
bronze. Mix up the colours of your Tolix chairs. 
Get a little sophisticated WITH a splash of red in 
your colour scheme. Update the look with natural 
fibres. Highlight a vintage table with modern 
shapes. There are no limits - just imaginations.

Tolix Chair
Height: 33”     Width: 18”     Depth: 18”
Seat Height: 17.5”

Tolix Chair
Height: 75”     Width: 18.5”     Depth: 18”
Seat Height: 30”
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ABSOLUTE LOVE 
Our eyes are naturally drawn to a statement piece. Surely sitting at a table can become a pleasure when the 

setting and mood is a perfect one. 

For this moment’s must-have fashion statement... trend up with blue and black cafe chairs acquired from 
the ex-soviet union. Perhaps one of our most favourite pieces from the past. We think our rustic chairs 

make everything a joy to look at. 

As a comparison... think about this chair like a coffee cup, the one which makes your frappuccino taste 
amazing, or how clean bedding looks freshly ironed as you shake the sheet across the mattress.

Dimensions for Ukraine Chairs

Height: 33”    |    Width: 19”    |    Depth: 18”    |    Seat Height: 18”
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RUSTIC LINES



The pulsating heart of Ukraine where the city’s legendary 

cafes, and summer tables tumble out across the Habsburg-era 

cobbles as old Soviet-era trams rumble past
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Vintage Industrial Square Style Dining Table 

HANDMADE AT BREUHAUS FURNITURE - BERKSHIRE
Vintage - Industrial - Design

Designed from scratch for Signature Blue by Ian at Breuhaus, this design is based on his vision
to mix vintage style with modern classic design

Ian manufactured these tables using kiln dried timber 
carefully prepared by planning and sanding before 
joining to create a magnificent table. Beautifully 
finished using our own unique environmentally 
friendly, water based pigments before waxing with three 
coats of the best quality wax. The end result is a fine 
piece of character furniture full of rustic charm. Each 
table is unique, with knots, cracks and nail holes all of 
which contribute to the warm antique feel of your table 
- no two items are identical! The frame is produced 
using a chunky 100mm x 100mm box section that is 
welded together to create a fantastic industrial frame 
leaft raw!

With lockable blue castors for a real industrial feel and 
ease of movement to make way for a dance-floor and 
make a statement at your event with this unique piece.

Due to the table’s weight, please refer to the 
section on minimum hire and delivery.

Dimensions
Height: 75cm (29.5”)   Width: 150cm (59”)
Depth: 150cm (59”)



Industrial Sofa Upcycled Two Seater Sofa 

SOURCED FROM PEPPERMILL ANTIQUES - STAFFORDSHIRE
Reclaimed - Recycled - Recovered Beauty

This industrial sofa is an outstanding 
and unique piece of upcycled vintage 
furniture.

This steel and timber mill cart 
dates from the 1930’s, and has been 
converted into a stylish two-seater sofa.

The wheels to the base of the cart 
mean it can be easily moved from place 
to place. 

This great piece of furniture would be ideal for an industrial 
warehouse apartment, functioning as a day bed or sofa. It would 
also be a great focal point for a restaurant, bar or cafe - a really 
unusual piece that is bound to get people talking.

With its hard-polished hardwood frame and original hessian 
coffee sack upholstery, this sofa really does have the ‘WOW!” 
factor. Complete with matching scatter cushions, this is an 
impressive piece of furniture that you won’t find anywhere else.  
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Dimensions for industrial sofa
Height: 118cm (46.5”)
Seat Height: 43cm (17”)
Width: 165cm (65”)
Depth: 83.8cm (33”)

Hire
Please refer to the section on minimum 
hire & delivery 



FRENCH SCHOOL CHAIRS - UKRAINE CHAIRS - TOLIX BAR STOOLS - £4.00

TOLIX CHAIRS - £4.50

FOR SHEPHERDS HUT HIRE: BAR - SHOWER/TOILETS - please see requirement page
ALL SUBJECT TO STANDARD 3 DAY HIRE - PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND SERVICES  



INDUSTRIAL TABLE £20

VICTORIAN TABLE IRON LEGS  -  6 FOOT: £18   |   10 FOOT: £20

INDUSTRIAL SOFA £75

VICTORIAN TRESTLE £18

STADIUM CHAIRS 
£3.50

VICTORIAN TRESTLE £20

LEATHER CHAIR VINTAGE £50

BRIDE & GROOM CHAIRS £25 PAIR

ARTS AND CRAFTS BENCH £20
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Shepherds Hut Requirements

The Bathroom Huts

Our toilet & shower hut has an internal 1250L tank to store all brown waste, which is taken 
away with the hut.

For all grey water from the shower & sink, all that is required is a soakaway within 25 metres, 
in form of a drain, ditch or other suitable area.

A water mains & electrical hookup are required with 25m of the Shepherds Hut.

The hut may be moved with a suitable 4x4, however it is essential that the hut is correctly 
levelled before use & this will usually be performed by the delivery team following delivery.

The Bar Hut

The Bar Hut requires a water supply and 13amp within 25m of the hut. For sink waste, a 45L 
waste caddy is provided & must be positioned beneath the waste pipe. It may be necessary to 
empty this during operation.

The hut may be moved with a suitable 4x4, however it is essential that the hut is correctly 
levelled before use & this will usually be performed by the delivery team following delivery.

All huts come with relevant gas safety certificate & electrical certification

Toilet & Shower Huts start at £495

Tariffs for the bar hut off-peak start at £300

For more information on packages or to discuss price & delivery please contact us at:

www.signatureblueevents.co.uk

info@signatureblueevents.co.uk

or call us on: tel.01803 605714    -   mob.07472 672292
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Our Service

As part of our service we will include...

-  Meeting you at your venue

-  Discussing your requirements, layout & schedule

-  Bringing along samples

-  Offering you a free quote
 

Delivery
For delivery within a 40 mile radius to our offices, there is a £1 per mile delivery charge.

For other areas of the UK: Price on application.

Staff
All prices include one driver who will act as crew on delivery.

For additional crew members: Price on application.

Hire period
All prices shown on our website are for a 1-3 day hire period.

For extended periods of hire please contact us.

Regrettably we are unable to reserve furniture until a 20% deposit has been made. On all 

Shepherd Huts there is a 30% deposit required.

We require a 10% damage deposit which will be returned within 14 days after your event upon 

inspection of the furniture.

Any changes to the delivery address or time needs to be made 48 hours in advance or will be 

subject to additional charges.
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VOLUME 1
2017

Now you’ve seen our collection, if there is any vintage pieces that 

interest you, or if you have further questions on anything you have 

seen, please drop us a line. We are always happy to hear from you...

FINDING INSPIRATION FOR EVENTS

info@signaturebluevintageevents .co.uk

www.s ignaturebluevintageevents .co.uk



COMING SPRING 2017
RENT A ROOM

Call us for information on 01803 605714

A spare room to hire
For weddings, events, private functions or 

even a spare bedroom for a guests, our mobile 

Shepherd Hut is a boutique guest room that can 

be brought directly to you. For premium pop up 

accommodation, we can deliver our hut straight 

to your venue or home, and with solar lights and 

a wood burning stove, it can be a perfect retreat 

any time of year.
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COMING SPRING 2017
VINTAGE PHOTOBOOTH PACKAGE

Our handcrafted ‘kissing booth’ photobooth is accompanied with beautiful vintage Big Shot and Studio 
Express Miniportrait Polaroid cameras. These, along with beautiful antique props are a fantastic and fun 

addition to any event.

Please contact us to find out about packages to include a collection of Polaroid photographs that will be 
taken with the legendary portrait camera - as used by “Andy Warhol“ for his famous portrait series. 

Released in 1971,  the Big Shot was one of the most unique cameras Polaroid ever produced. The film is 
no longer in production, limited and therefore pictures taken will add that something extra special and 

individual to your event.
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